1. Contractor supplied - TYPE IV Barricades
2. EMPCO-LITE - Audible Message Device
3. ADDGARD - Protective fencing
4. Contractor supplied - Pre-cast Concrete Barrier
5. TRAF-FIX DEVICE - Railing System
6. TRAF-FIX DEVICE - Barrier
7. PEXCO-DAVIDSON - Railing System
8. PREMIER PLASTICS - Barrier
9. YODOCK WALL - Barrier
10. ADVANCE TRAFFIC MARKINGS - Temp. Truncated Domes
11. HANDI-RAMP - Temp. Curb Ramp (metal)
12. HANDI-RAMP - Temp. Walking Surface (1/8" thick metal)
13. HORSE MAT - Temp. Walking Surface (3/4" thick rubber)
14. Contractor supplied - Temp. Curb Ramp (wood materials) with handrail, detectable edges and anti-slip surfaces. This ramp has a 48x48" wide turning area.
15. IMPACT RECOVERY SYSTEMS - Non-Trip Sign Base and standard weighted base Pedestrian Sign
16. PLASTIC SAFETY SYSTEMS - Railing System